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PLEASE CAREFULLY REVIEW THIS DISCLAIMER. IF YOU DOUBT IN THE ACTIONS 

YOU WANT TO UNDERTAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, 

TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL

ADVISOR

* The coin FReeStartcoin, hereinafter abbreviated - FRScoin

* FRee Start Platform, hereinafter abbreviated - FRSplatform *

The information outlined below may be not comprehensive and does not imply any ele-

ments of a contractual relationship. Although we do our best to ensure that any material in 

this technical document is accurate and up-to-date, such material is in no way a profes-

sional advice. The FRScoin - FRSplatform team does not guarantee and does not assume 

any legal responsibility, which can arise from or be related to the accuracy, reliability, cur-

rency or any other material of this technical document. Investors and potential holders of 

FRScoin should receive appropriate independent professional advice before assuming any 

obligations or conducting transactions, basing on the materials presented in this technical 

document, for they are published solely for informative purposes. The FRScoin - FRSplat-

form team will not represent securities to any jurisdiction. This technical document is not 

intended to draw up securities or create tender for investments in securities in any juris-

diction. The FRScoin-FRSplatform team does not give any advice on purchasing, selling 

or other transactions with FRScoin, and the fact of presenting this technical document 

is not the basis for drawing up any contract or making an investment decision. No per-

son is obliged to conclude any contract or assume a legal obligation to purchase and sell 

FRScoin, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment should be accepted on the basis 

of this technical document
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 You do not have the right, and you must not purchase any FRScoin if you are a 

citizen or resident of Singapore or another person of Singapore. Another person of Sin-

gapore&quot; is usually defined as an individual residing in Singapore, or any legal entity 

founded or registered in accordance with the legislation of Singapore. You do not have the 

right, and you must not purchase any FRScoin if you are a citizen or resident of the Peoples 

Republic of China (PRC) or another person of the PRC. Another person of the PRC&quot; is 

usually defined as an individual residing in the Peoples Republic of China, or any legal entity 

founded or registered in accordance with the legislation of the Peoples Republic of China. 

Furthermore, because of the current uncertainty of regulation and before the Platform on 

this issue publicly releases additional information, holders of United States Green Cards, 

citizens or residents of the United States of America, Singapore or China, or other persons 

of the United States, Singapore and PRC do not have the right to register as permanent 

participants of this Platform. This restricts the ability of people from the USA, Singapore, 

China to use FRScoin and participate in the further development of the Platform, as well as 

in the distribution of income.
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Annotation

 “FRSplatform” is a closed-cycle ecosystem created on the basis of blockchain tech-

nologies for unlimited tokenization of business-assets of small and midsize businesses.

The “FRSplatform” is based on the blockchain of the third generation DPoS, and uses its 

peculiar developments - designed and coded from scratch in order to improve the index 

of network speed and scaling. Due to its architecture, the technological solution of FR-

Splatform allows to easily integrate with the blockchain functions of any mobile or web 

application through a simple API “FRSplatform”. The unique designer of smart contracts 

“FRSplatform” minimizes the human factor impact on the systematization and regulation of 

the ICO procedures.

 “FRSplatform” offers a unified web-site with personal cabinets and all systematized 

summary information on connected and upcoming services and projects, as well as on 

current ICO procedures.

 Entrepreneurs and startup creators are definitely in need for easy-to-understand 

tools to carry out the ICO procedure - Crowdinvesting , Crowdfunding - allowing to easily 

integrate with the platform. The ICO creators try to cope with this problem, but our designer 

of business pages landing completely solves this problem and allows you to flexibly install 

your personal business-landing for carrying out ICO, and quickly, in few clicks, integrate it 

into the FRSplatform web-site.

 Thereby, to the authors of ideas and project creators we offer an opportunity to 

significantly lower the financial edge of entering the market; to simplify the process of in-

troduction the startups to the market, as well as to ensure a full transparency of financial 

transactions; provide open voting system and projects rating; allow business angels and 

investors to minimize risks associated with the investment of their funds into the ICO – 

Crowdinvesting- Crowdfunding projects.

 The FRSplatform society fully supports the idea of   economical incentives as main 

tools that attract participants, consequently allowing each of them to receive a timely and 

fair reward pro rata to their own investment.

 Media website “FRSplatform” gives to business participants an opportunity to cre-

ate media - content in the form of their business presentations, expert assessments and 

analytical forecasts; to conduct discussions using comments and voting. 
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 An important objective of Free Society is the formation of qualitative content and the 

development of effective social interaction between participants to ensure an effective and 

more professional approach to investment.

 To promote free and fair development of this process we represent the blockchain of 

the third generation, created on the basis of Delegated Proof of Stake consensus (DPoS), 

which gives to business participants and top rated investors (in accordance with the size of 

their FRScoin account) an opportunity to issue  (to  mine) highly liquid cryptocurrency with 

constant demand - FRScoin, and to freely sell it to participants of the blockchain network 

and to other categories of investors and society members through crypto exchange - FR-

Sexchange.
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Introduction

Problems and solutions

 The history of blockchain technologies begins in the distant 2008, when Satoshi 

Nakamoto - a programmer and an expert on cryptography - published an article about the 

unknown in those times Bitcoin.

 He was the first to expound a concept and basic principles of the decentralized 

transaction confirmation system, which does not require the participation of third parties, 

and therefore is protected from any external influence. Innovativeness of design and the 

open code of bitcoin excited the minds of technologists and economists of the whole world 

and gave a powerful impulse to further research and discoveries in the field of crypto finan-

cial relations.

 A few years later, Vitalik Buterin – Russian- Canadian programmer - realized that 

blockchain technology can be much more effective than it was initially purposed by its cre-

ator. The decentralized confirmation system is so universal that it can record and distribute 

information about the absolute majority of possible events to its blocks. Vitalik Buterin per-

fectly developed Satoshi Nakamoto’s idea of   the so-called smart contracts - all-sufficient, 

self-executing contracts, which are differentiated by increased safety and exclude common 

risks. Such a way there emerged a worthy contender for bitcoin - the famous Ethereum!

Nowadays, the development of cryptocurrencies and technologies continues, analyzes and 

statistics reveal the growth perspectives and detect weak points of this new sphere of the 

economy. Considering what we observe now in the blockchain industry, we can draw the 

following conclusions:

Problem A. Transaction speed leaves much to be desired; resource for scaling and supple-

mentary developments is limited; the revisions of smart contracts technology are required. 

Solving these problems will allow the entire cryptographic society to be brought to a qual-

itatively higher level of development.    

Solution: «FRSplatform» has a technical solution to this problem in the form of blockchain 

FRScoin, created on the basis of the third generation Delegated Proof of Stake consen-

sus algorithm (DPoS), which opens opportunities for unlimited and fast network scalability, 

high transaction speed (up to 3000 transactions per minute); allows to develop side chain 

technology, which will help to solve the problem of accessibility of smart contracts and 

decentralized applications to a wide range of users. 

Problem B. Due to the speedy increase in the number of applications to the ICO projects, 

we can observe a shortage of large blokchain platforms which allow carrying out ICO pro-

cedure and business tokenization effectively and safely. Also, there is lack of high-grade 

tools for the rapid development and preparation of projects for the ICO.
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Solution:  FRSplatform has created a complete solution for many projects, including: ICO 

in the form of designer of business landing, a designer of smart contracts, media promo-

tion of your projects and information channels, marketing support, etc. – installation of the 

basic information in each very case will not take much time, the practical result will ensure 

full transparency and safety of work, and the created API “FRSplatform” will allow to inte-

grate payment modules for reception of leading cryptocurrencies, as well as cryptocurren-

cy FRScoin, into placed companies and ICO.

Problem C. The system of a closed economic cycle of issuing and circulation of tokens 

and cryptocurrencies does not exist in the crypto-world, which means that any member of 

the ecosystem without leaving its boundaries should have an opportunity to quickly create 

and promote his project or ICO, followed by putting up a token for crypto exchange open 

trades. And also there is no clear system of conversion of savings not only into real money, 

but also into essential goods and services.

Solution: It becomes possible due to development of the blockchain platform FRSplatform 

to a high-grade ecosystem, which works in partnership with numerous representatives of 

start-ups, projects and services who fully support the above represented idea of   uniting, 

self-sufficiency and serving their own participants, who are ready to provide produced 

goods and services in exchange on the internal highly liquid currency of the platform - 

FRScoin. We will provide convenient business landing to every partner, company, ICO or 

online store, placed on the FRSplatform and ready for the API integration of blockchain 

FRScoin.  Also, there has been created a professional crypto exchange FRSplatform for 

putting up company tokens or ICO for trades.

      Our objective is to promote the ecosystem of the Free Society for global development 

and prosperity. If you are ready to make propositions on improving the existing infrastruc-

ture FRSplatform - we are waiting for you!
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We create a cluster of the united capital and assign a huge role to the social organization of 

the Society “FRSplatform”, supporting all significant functions of the social network, start-

ing with the creation of a virtual portrait / profile for user interaction, and ending with the 

possibility of achieving a common goal by means of cooperation, exchanging resources, 

meeting needs by accumulating resources and accessibility to the money supply - together 

we will lay the global foundations of Free and Global Economy 3.0.

We understand that the success of a crypto-financial ecosystem depends on each of its 

members and we are ready to support the participants with a fair reward pro rata to their 

own contribution to the Society (regardless of its primary form, whether it is money or effort) 

and provide a functional tools enabling to realize any economic and social needs related to 

the receipt and use of benefits, without leaving the ecosystem.

We are inspired by the example of the “Japan’s Economic Miracle” (1957 - 1988) - which 

became possible due to the policy of “cheap money”, when the Bank of Japan’s discount 

(credit) rate was practically zero (no more than 2% per annum), which led to a large long-

term growth of the national economy, almost + 10% annually. It was the highest growth rate 

of the economy among developed countries of that time and generally in the 20th century. 

The economy of Japan that rose from the ruins was the 2nd largest in the world!

Due to the closed ecosystem “FRSplatform”, we are able to repeat this economic phenom-

enon for your projects, and draw “cheap money” from investors - free for you from monthly 

credit rate, which will help to concentrate the drawn money (capital) for creation and de-

velopment of your technologies, services, projects. In exchange for received investment 

capital you provide investors with your personal tokens and the opportunity to participate 

in your investment potential through open market trading of tokens on the cryptocurrency 

exchange FRSexchange, and other global cryptocurrency exchanges.

We offer freedom from the huge loan (credit) interest rates, inhibiting the development of 

small and midsize businesses, and also bet on the development of the Society’s investment 

potential, which will give a much larger profit than simply paying monthly loan interest to 

the lender.

We look deeper and further, we look into the global future!

Our values:
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FRScoin blockchain creation - on the basis of 

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus algorithm 

 A certain consensus algorithm is needed in order to make any society of any extent 

to come to an agreed univocal opinion on any issue. If we look at a modern society, we can 

find many examples of consensus algorithms which are used, for example, to determine 

belonging of something to someone. Also, an example of the consensus algorithm, through 

which a country’s population agreed to comply with the rules outlined in the Constitution, 

can be any Government that, among other issues, organizes a jury and judges panel for 

assessment of evidence and making decisions. In most cases such decisions are carried 

out even if they are incorrect. The modern consensus algorithms used in cryptosystems 

are more developed and complex simultaneously. The network, unlimited in the number of 

its PC users, can come to a unequivocal decision on a wide variety of occasions, problems 

and issues, avoiding such common risks as: creation of an alternative opinion (and, as a 

result, an alternative Blockchain), closure of the whole network or censure of its particular 

participants’ opinions. The two protocols, that are most commonly used by these algo-

rithms, and also ensure sustainability to censorship and reliability of functioning, are the 

PoW (Proof of Work), PoS (Proof of Stake) protocols.

 Known problems of Bitcoin blockchain, operating on the PoW protocol (in which 

network security is guaranteed by the processing power of the participants’ devices, and 

the probability of generating the next block by a separate miner is directly proportional to 

his processing power), are huge power costs and a relatively low transaction confirmation 

rate, which with a constant increase in scopes significantly inhibits the work of the entire 

network. It became one of the reasons for finding a more efficient and modern algorithm, 

which can give much more decentralization and at the same time provide a reliable fast 

network of confirmed transactions in real time. Daniel Larimer, the blockchain engineer, 

realized that the Bitcoin blockchain system is too slow, and the cryptocurrency mining in 

this system is extremely wasteful in terms of energy costs. He stated that Bitcoin mining 

will become centralized in the future, and Bitcoin will be controlled by giant mining pools. 

Daniel decided to build his own blockchain system, which could achieve an increase in the 

transaction confirmation rate to more than 100 000 confirmations per second. He invented 

and developed a new algorithm that uses less energy, is fast, and also completely secure, 

and called it “Delegated Proof of Stake”, or DPoS.
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According to our calculations, the use of DPoS in Bitcoin would allow to achieve:

A greater decentralization of the network in less than 10% of the current value

B sharp decline in global inflation

C more rapid increase in prices for Bitcoin

D increase in the number of micro-transactions – reduction of the time, required to confirm 

the transaction from 3 hours (6 confirmations) to 10 seconds.

E impossibility to attack the main blockchain by processing power and creation of hard 

forks (more than 50.0% of the processing power in one hand can bifurcate the chain). 

The consensus algorithm based on the DPoS protocol combines elements of PoW and 

PoS, however, its main difference is the presence of a real-time voting mechanism with 

considering the level of one’s own reputation or the participant’s “Vote Authority”. This 

mechanism allows electing a certain circle of people - Delegates. Each participant can be 

a party to the electoral process by voting for delegates or by becoming a candidate. After 

election, delegates are empowered to create and verify blocks for including them into the 

blockchain. Besides, they are obliged to resist the intrusion of casual persons into this pro-

cess. Authorized delegates are allowed to work in turn or in a random order, which changes 

each new round. In case of detection of incorrect behavior, the delegate is publicly exposed 

and excluded from the process.

Blockchain architecture DPoS FRScoin

 We consider DPoS to be the most effective method of mining. It provides more de-

centralization, and delegated proof of stake (DPoS) provides even more reliable mechanism 

for transactions confirmation in networks implementing this technology, so we chose DPoS 

as the basis for FRScoin. In blockchain FRSCoin, the consensus mechanism which under-

lies most of the solutions built on distributed database technologies, consists of separate 

integrated into a common network p2p nodes. Passing through the blockchain, transac-

tions are visible to each of the p2p nodes that record and immediately check the received 

information, excluding lost, unfinished or duplicated chains. At a certain time a grouping of 

recorded data, their hashing, and also communication with the previous block are carried 

out. After that a new block is added to the blockchain. Under the control of the DPoS algo-

rithm, each new block is added to the distributed registry of the blockchain. In the FRScoin 

blockchain, production of blocks is carried out by rounds, and the process of their creation 

is called mining. The miners / delegates involved in building blocks in this document will be 

designated as Delegates, the elected number of which is 101 Delegate.
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 Delegates are responsible for two separate, but logically interconnected processes 
- the creation of a transaction block, and verification of the obtained block into the main 
chain with a help of an electronic signature. Each round involves the participation of the 
101 Delegates elected through the inbuilt into blockchain voting system, the so-called TOP 
Delegates. In order to ensure motivational competition, the priority of choice and the prob-
ability of getting into TOP directly depend on the Vote Authority of applicants and voters. 
To become an applicant and to submit an application for voting, you must undergo the 
procedure for registering the Delegate. Any participant who owns 25 or more FRScoin can 
become a delegate. The FReeSociety can come to a mutual decision, in which the total 
number of elected for the round Delegates will be increased due to the created reserve of 
Delegates-  in order to ensure greater speed and decentralization. The task of the miners 
is to produce blocks and build up current transactions; in its turn, a specially selected Del-
egate of this round signs them and includes into the general network blockchain. When 
choosing one of the standard PoW protocols, the creation and verification of a block into a 
general network takes an unpredictable amount of time. In FRScoin, which uses the DPoS 
consensus algorithm, as noted above, each round lasts exactly 10 seconds ensuring the 
integrity and reliability of the obtained blocks, with an insignificant probability of producing 
hardforks. 
Thereby, we will denote three basic facts in favor of the algorithm for achieving consensus 
DPoS: 

The first is an incredibly high speed of transactions on the network, achieved by the Del-
egates’ empowerment to include suitable transactions into formation of the block trans-
ferred to the input (from 300 transactions per second) without waiting for half of all network 
nodes to be checked.

The second is a digital democracy. Any society user who has at least 1 FRScoin has his 
Vote Authority and can participate in in voting for Delegates, pro rata to the possessed 
amount of FRScoin on his balance. During the 1st round of voting you can vote 33 times for 
the Delegate “FOR” / “AGAINST”.

The third is a high degree of controllability. There are mechanisms which allow reaching a 
consensus on all issues concerning the development and future of the network. The toke-
nization of business as the process of creating closed circulation system FRScoin with the 
development of web technologies will help to create free societies without borders, based 
on FRee Society coin – FRee Society platform, which will greatly change the business vi-
sion and business development of many companies and entire countries.    

Mining of new generation – TOP 101 Delegate
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FRScoin is not just a cryptocurrency, first of all - it is an investment tool for growth of capi-

tal. The economy of constant demand FRScoin runs in following directions:

1. Financing ICO and start-ups through the transfer of capital with a help of FRScoin

2. Cryptocurrency exchange FRSexchange - transfer of capital through FRScoin to BTC - 

ETH - LTC

3. 101 Delegate - the more is irreducible balance of FRScoin in FRSwallet, the greater is the 

Vote Authority , the greater is your passive income from mining (forging)

4. Token Bank - Providing passive income from placed deposits in FRScoin

5. Payments for goods and services in online stores and services through FRScoin

6. The means of payment in the corporate environment between the placed companies and 

start-ups

7. The opportunity to create side chains - Sidechan will help to integrate payment in FRScoin 

for the creation of financial derivatives and decentralized applications, smart contracts and 

tokens.

 For optimal and maximum reliable functioning, the following technical indicators have been 

developed and created:

Formation of economy for FRScoin

Basic technical and economic data FRScoin

System algorithm for decentralization Delegated Proof of Stake

Pre-mine for the creation of an ecosystem 33 000 000 FRScoin

Time to create the 1-st block 10 sec

Reward for the block (mining) 1.00 FRS

Mined per minute 6.00 FRS

Mined per year 3 110 400 FRS

General Mining Plan FRScoin till 2050/102 643 200 FRS

Will be mined In just 33 years 102 643 200 FRS

The total number in 2025 135 643 200 FRS

Base number of delegates 101 Delegate

Contribution for the delegate candidates 25 FRS

Commission in network for transaction 0.1 FRS

Transaction speed, sec from 3 000 transactions / sec

Additional perspectives Side chain creation - Sidechain
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Comparison of technological reliability and scalability of the most 
spread consensus algorithms

Technological dominance of FRScoin

Let’s consider five basic problems in the global world of cryptocurrencies that limit their use 

and throw a technological challenge to all existing blockchain technologies and consensus 

algorithms:

- security;

- scalability;

- volatility;

- infrastructure of the blockchain network- Mining (creation of blocks);

- energy efficiency.

PoW PoS DPoS

Security
Short-term attack (for example, bribe) - + -
Attack from afar - + -
Computational power attack - + -
Denial of service, DoS + + -
Sibylla Attack + + -
Scalability
Transaction speed per second  7 > 100 up to 3000
Possibility to create smart contracts + + +
Possibility to create side chains - Sidechain - - +
Payment solutions
Solving the problem of high volatility (a 
high-frequency change in the market rate) 

- USDT FRSpay

Blockchain Infrastructure - Mining
Obtaining of computing equipment + - -
Energy cost of mining high low low
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 Mutual calculations between - business partners, companies, enterprises and organiza-

tions, as well as between countries - are frequently delayed due to a number of bureaucrat-

ic problems and inspections related to guarantee of the information authenticity and the 

security of financial payments. The use of the blockchain created by us on the basis of the 

Delegated Proof of Stake algorithm perfectly suits to achieve a consensus in a decentral-

ized environment. 

            For any of the aforementioned clients we have developed highly reliable blokchchain  

wallet - FRSwallet, which, together with high rate indicator of conducting transactions in 

the network, makes the cryptosystem maximally convenient and fast, which is very much 

appreciated in the world of effective financial tools. We will do our best to make FRScoin 

in-demand everywhere.

            The multipurpose wallet FRSwallet is a single tool for the secure storage of FRScoin 

for companies, including ICO, as well as for investors. FRSwallet quickly and conveniently 

generates a unique and super-secure password of 12 words which will be used for perma-

nent access; please keep it in a safe place.

You have an opportunity to see 101 delegates and vote for them. All transactions are public!

IMPORTANT: Save and carefully use your public key, carefully copying all the characters, 

in case you send FRScoin to a non-existent public address, you will lose them irretrievably!

             

 Public key example for FRScoin example: 12544969555437975545F

IMPORTANT: It is very important that the backup copy of this code phrase is kept in a safe 

place; the best way is to copy it to a USB flash drive and store it in a safe place. If you lose 

this code phrase, you may lose access to your coins.

Example: fire friend shoot king dog delta summer trade star city shop colors 

IMPORTANT: copy the “Address” of your personal wallet, possibly also on a USB flash 

drive.

           After that, you will be able to make transactions for the purchase and sale of cryp-

tocurrency FRScoin. 

FRScoinwallet - Your personal CryptoSafe
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Cryptosystem FRScoin –FRSplatform appeared just opportunely, and here is why: analyt-

ical forecasts indicate that the average life expectancy of companies from the S & P 500 

list has descended from 65 years to 15 years since 1920 – which indicates the signs of the 

sunset era of “Blue chips” and the sunrise role of startups in world economy. The social 

revolution now depends on breakthrough innovations that technological startups offer the 

society.

Realizing the future perspective, we have created a startup infrastructure for placing a large 

number of versatile projects and companies that can attract “cheap” money from investors 

at 0% per annum, which will give opportunities: for many startups to be realized, for func-

tioning businesses - to continue strong development, and for startup investors – accord-

ingly, get the right to participate in your future profit, according to the purchased number 

of your tokens. As a result, the opportunity to realize your project will increase much more, 

and the participation of investors will be expected to be profitable on invested funds, when 

you do not need to think about where to take money to repay monthly interest on loans. 

“Expensive” money deprives any economy of efficiency, starting from the state and ending 

with the personal budget of the average consumer.

 The main objective is a quick and budgetary organization of ICO or Crowdinvesting, as 

well as promotion and placement of their tokens on cryptoexchange FRSexchange, which 

in a short time will create a large number of placed companies and even greater society of 

interested investors, so we will form a fundamental economic basis for the whole FRScoin 

system - FRSplatform. 

FRScoin - access to “cheap” money at 0% per annum
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 Authors of ICO and Internet-shops have the opportunity to flexibly configure their 

website for receiving FRScoin, conduct ICO, and quickly, in a few clicks, according to the 

documented API for “Merchants”, or by a special payment plug-in for FRScoin, to integrate 

it into the FRSplatform web platform, using all the provided functional tools of Personal 

platform cabinets.

         Also, for even faster integration of FRScoin reception into any online platforms and 

services, a special payment plug-in is being developed.

How to receive and send FRScoin
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 Placed on FRSplatform companies or ICO can use “FRSplatform” for immediate 

payments and transfers to anywhere in the world by means of the decentralized payment 

system FreeStartpay. Transfers conducted by means of the blockchain-platform have in-

disputable advantages - all information about any transactions (these can be simple trans-

fers, as well as transactions or purchases) is written to the database, and the data records 

themselves are repeatedly duplicated, and stored on the computers of participants around 

the whole world, excluding the possibility of any unilateral action. This form of payment 

is particularly suitable in situations that have a risk of non-completion of transactions or 

non-receipt of funds in standard payment systems.

              We registered a legal entity in the UK in order to register FRSpay, “FRSPLATFORM-

LIMITED”. Subsequently, we will receive an EMI (Electronic Money Institution) license for 

this company, which will enable us to legally provide a number of banking services, includ-

ing the implementation of transfer and withdrawal (I\O) of fiat money for the companies, 

placed on the platform.

FreeStartpay will work very effectively paired with cryptoexchange FRSexchange, where 

direct transfers will be made on payment cards VISA / Mastercard for the convenience of 

customers.

FreeStartpay will repeatedly increase the daily financial turnover in the system, because it 

can provide financial services under international rules.

Cost of services for obtaining license EMI

35 000 EUR

Planned authorized capital of the company

350 000 EUR

Tax in FCA

5 000 GPB

(Amounts of money for registration are recorded in the Foundation for the creation of the 

corporate payment system FReeStartpay).

Creation of a decentralized payment system FReeStartpay
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 To be able to perform operations within the ecosystem, all users must be registered 

on the platform. The login password will be sent to your e-mail, which you can change.

         Also, for security reasons, we recommend that you activate two-factor authentication.

        When downloading a mobile application, your financial balances and personal func-

tions will be available as well as on FRSplatform, the entrance to the personal application 

is carried out by the same login and password.

        For security reasons, do not use a simple Pin code to enter the application, because 

you will confirm financial transactions with the same Pin code.

The platform accepts fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies through the function of the Per-

sonal Cabinet.

     For registration and subsequent lawful activity on the FRSplatform, “Investor” or “Cre-

ator of the company” is obliged to read in detail and put a check on compliance with the 

following documents:

 

 1. Privacy Policy

           2. Agreement on risks

           3. Guarantees on the execution of duties of the “Creator of the Company”

FRSplatform creates the economy of constant demand for FRScoin

Registration at FRSplatform.com
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1. Startups and businesses Listing – according to statistics, the average startup draws 

from  $ 100 000 to $ 500 000, our strategic plans include placing up to 200 companies in 

the first 12 months of the FRSplatform operation, and creating an average investment fi-

nancial turnover of about $ 100 million per year

2. ICO Listing  - average ICO draws from approximately $ 1 000 000 to $ 10 000 000, our 

stratigraphic plans include placing up to 100 blockchain projects and ICO in the first 12 

months of the FRSplatform operation, and creating an average investment financial turn-

over of about $ 400 million per year.

FRSplatform and opportunities

FRScoin     Listing      Trading      Media

KRAUDINVESTINT KRAUDFANDING MARKET PLACESICO
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The creator of the company: ICO - Crowdinvesting  -  Crowdfunding, can:

1. Create and sell through cryptoexchange FRSexchange their own tokens under a unique 

financial name, allowing investors to significantly shorten the time to enter their liquidity and 

profitability, unlike the capabilities of modern shares.

2. Sell through cryptoexchange FRSexchange their own tokens created in any blockchain 

network (ETH, etc.), allowing the Creator of ICO or the Start-up to control all sales of their 

tokens through a specially created administrative panel. This sales system is not tied only 

to the blockchain FRScoin or to some other, free deposit\withdrawal (I/O) of funds. 

From “Investor” to the “Creator of the Company”

CommentsReview

Buy tokens

Roman Frolov

Contact Info

Supported 

companies

Participants on 

the platform

Created

companies

FRScoin is not just a cryptocurrency, first of all - it is an investment tool for growth of capital.
The economy of constant demand FRScoin runs in following directions:
1. Financing ICO and start-ups through the transfer of capital with a help of FRScoin

2. Cryptocurrency exchange FRSexchange - transfer of capital through FRScoin to BTC - ETH -
LTC
3. 101 Delegate - the more is irreducible balance of FRScoin in FRSwallet, the greater is the Vote
Authority , the greater is your passive income from mining (forging)
4. Token Bank - Providing passive income from placed deposits in FRScoin
5. Payments for goods and services in online stores and services through FRScoin
6. The means of payment in the corporate environment between the placed companies and
start-ups
7. The opportunity to create side chains - Sidechan will help to integrate payment in FRScoin for
the creation of financial derivatives and decentralized applications, smart contracts and tokens.

ATTRACTIVE

133.00 ETH

FReeSocietyCoin
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 Trust and freedom of criticism is one of the most important factors for the success 

of any business development. When clicking on the button “Create a company”, “FRSplat-

form” creates for your project a complex media solution in the form of:

1. open rating five-star system;

2. chat - platform for comments: You can track comments and recommendations of inves-

tors to improve your business!

3. voting system in support of your placed projects: ICO, online stores.

Investors and Clients of FRSplatform will be able to search for companies with high ratings 

and maximum results of positive votes on a specially created filter in the system. Also, the 

function “Add to Favorites” is available to track ratings and comments for perspective for 

you projects.

Rating of trust and transparency for the formation of Economy 3.0 
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Prevention of fraud with Blockchain BITcoin

Decentralized verification of the “Roadmap” of any project

1. The creator of the project
determines what quantity of 

his tokens does he want to sell 
through FRee Start platform
2. Transfers this number of 
tokens into a cryptowallet 

FReeStart platform
3.FReeStart platform manufac-

tures selling your tokens

Compatible with platforms 
Ethereum, Waves, NEM, Nxt, 

EOS

The decision for the withdrawal 
of investment is taken by 51% of 
investors, or TOP 10 of the advis-
ers, whom trusts the community 
of users FReeSrart platform trusts

1. Collection of invest-
ments for ICO in the 
main FRSwallet

2. Distribution of invest-
ments by intermediate 
FRSwaller

ICO

Create an event

create FRSwallet

134864569973499346F

134864569973499346F

wallet address

Withdrawal of invest-
ments

ETH-BTC-FRS

Block explorer

FRee Start platform creates
for each event

FRSwaller

Fix collected
FRScoin to the equivalent

Collected: 100 000.00000000 FRS

Main FRSwallet

Balance: 100 000 FRScoin

create FRSwallet

create FRSwallet

create FRSwallet

June 2018
Creating a working frswallet

August 2018
Launching a mobile application

for ICO Listing

September 2018
Starting the FReeApp Messenger

October 2018
Betta Exchange Testing

crypto-currency

Closed /  Open  voting

Closed /  Open  voting

Closed /  Open  voting

Closed /  Open  voting

Set the date

TOP 10 LEADERS
of them FOR ___ AGAINST ___

TOP 10 LEADERS
of them FOR ___ AGAINST ___

TOP 10 LEADERS
of them FOR ___ AGAINST ___

TOP 10 LEADERS
of them FOR ___ AGAINST ___

Date of beginning of voting____

Date of beginning of voting ____

Date of beginning of voting ____

Date of beginning of voting ____

USD       BTH       ETH

Balance _______ FRScoin

134864569973499346F
wallet address

Fix collected
FRScoin to the equivalent

USD       BTH       ETH

Balance _______ FRScoin

134864569973499346F
wallet address

Fix collected
FRScoin to the equivalent

USD       BTH       ETH

Balance _______ FRScoin

134864569973499346F
wallet address

Fix collected
FRScoin to the equivalent

USD       BTH       ETH

Balance _______ FRScoin
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1. Fundraising of any project occurs on the main frswallet, before the end of the fundraising 

for implementation.

2. FRee Start platform creates a series of frswollet purses for each stage of the implemen-

tation of the ICO Roadmap with an activated second password stored in the FReeStartplat-

form, where it transfers the claimed amounts to FRScoin.

2.1 ICO can tie the amount of FRScoin in FRSwallet to the following equivalent: BTC - ETH 

- FRSpay - USD at the stage of keeping funds in frswallet, until the community decides to 

withdraw funds.

3. FRee Start platrorm sends ICO the first financial password to enter the series

frswallet for checking the balance. FRScoin is not possible at this stage.

4. The second financial password for withdrawal is kept by the FReeStart platform before 

the decision of 51% of investors, or the TOP 10 users selected by the Opinion Leaders.

5. At the time when the attracted FRScoin lie on the frwallet ICO, it is possible to mine 

FRScoin as a source of additional ICO profits.

6. If a positive decision is taken on this stage of the Roadmap, the second financial pass-

word for frswallet is transferred from FReeStart platform and FRScoin is output and free 

exchange for any currency.
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 Through the functionality of the personal cabinet of the “Creator”, each company or online 

store determines the “depth” of the decentralization of information (“Business Verification”), there 

are the following levels:  

Level LOW. Submitting basic registration documents to the FRSplatform verification service for a 

legal entity or physical person, individuals of the ultimate beneficiaries. Maintenance of the Media 

Block; clear and understandable information with a link to social networks: Team, Developers, White 

paper, Legality, Smart contract, Partners, Risk assessment, project or product preparedness level. 

Level STABLE. Submitting basic registration documents to the FRSplatform verification service for 

a legal entity or physical person, individuals of the ultimate beneficiaries, partnership agreements 

with other companies, guarantees regarding the distribution of company tokens; existence of a 

working business model or a working prototype; maintenance of the Media Block; clear and under-

standable information with a link to social networks: Team, Developers, White paper, Legality, Smart 

contract, Partners, Risk assessment, project or product preparedness level.

Level MEDIUM. Submitting basic registration documents to the FRSplatform verification service 

for a legal entity or physical person, individuals of the ultimate beneficiaries, partnership agree-

ments with other companies, guarantees regarding the distribution of company tokens, “Business 

Plan” (Whitepaper) and company plans  ( Roadmap) certified by the company seal; existence of a 

working business model or a working prototype; maintenance of the Media Block; clear and under-

standable information with a link to social networks: Team, Developers, White paper, Legality, Smart 

contract, Partners, Risk assessment, project or product preparedness level.

Level POSITIVE. Submitting basic registration documents to the FRSplatform verification service 

for a legal entity or physical person, individuals of the ultimate beneficiaries, partnership agree-

ments with other companies, guarantees regarding the distribution of company tokens, “Business 

Plan” (Whitepaper) and company plans  ( Roadmap) certified by the company seal; existence of 

a working business model or a working prototype. “Financial guarantees” on ensuring the value 

of the company’s tokens; maintenance of the Media Block; news and company reports update at 

least 4 times a month. Clear and understandable information with a link to social networks: Team, 

Developers, White paper, Legality, Smart contract, Partners, Risk assessment, project or product 

preparedness level.

Maximum trust - maximum result
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FRSplatform – FRSexchange - FRScoin

 FRSexchange - cryptocurrencies and tokens exchange is an important part of the 

FFSplatform ecosystem. Flexible software architecture allows integrating an unlimited 

number of cryptocurrency pairs. An improved trading page, simplified balance checking, 

intuitive simplicity of using interface and synchronization with the Personal Cabinets on 

the Web FRSplatform significantly simplifies and quickens the opportunities for successful 

trading and income generation.

             We are focused on high standards of reliability of the program code and the sys-

tem of acquiring cryptocurrencies, for this reason we attracted highly qualified program-

mers who can provide simultaneous comfortable participation in exchange trades of many 

thousands of traders and investors. The software architecture of the FSexchange looks as 

follows:
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FRScoin will trade in the following crucial trade pairs after the end of the ICO:

 FRScoin/Bitcoin  - FRScoin/Ethereum  - FRScoin/USDT – FRScoin/BitcoinCash -  

 In order to reflect current trades and provide various professional exchange in-

struments and schedules, a contract was concluded with the specialized company Traid-

ingview.com, whose logo is on our stock trading chart.

To sell BTC for FRS History of trading on the market
Amount Amount

FRScoin     Listing      Trading      Media

Trades
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The window of available balances for convenient and fast deposit/ withdrawal of cryptocur-

rencies is as follows:

Commissions:

Bitcoin (BTC) - Deposit - no commission, the minimum amount - 0.001 BTC

Withdrawal - 0.001 BTC

BitcoinCash (BCH) - Deposit - no commission, the minimum amount - 0.001 BСН

Withdraeal - 0.001 BCH

Ethereum (ETH) - Deposit- no commission, the minimum amount - 0,01 ETH

Withdrawal -- 0.005 ETH

FRScoin (FRS) – Deposit - no commission, the minimum amount - 0.1 FRS

Withdrawal - 0.1 FRS

Trading:

Commission for trading from the seller and the buyer - 0,12%

Exchange trade balances - trade commissions

Currency Available Reserved Action

Balance
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Top Cashback is a system of additional discounts ranking (searching) of ICO- Crowdin-

vesting projects, online stores according to the size of their provided cashback for regis-

tered on FRSplatform customers. 

1st stage of search for ICO: the more is Cashback on tokens for the client, the higher in 

the search discount ranking is the ICO project.  By putting the highest CachBack, your ICO 

can be in the first search line, thereby increasing the sale of tokens and a faster realization 

of investment attraction.

2nd stage of search for the Online stores: the more Cashback for the client on a sold 

product, the higher the online store in its category, and can be in the first search line, there-

by increasing its sales and profitability.

3rd stage of search: expansion of the database capability to the ranking of specific goods 

and services with the maximum discount in your region.

FRSplatform – Top Cashback - FRScoin 

ICO projects, Online stores: Clients:

increase sales and have free marketing promo-
tion and effective advertising in our FRSplat-

form!

can make purchases with maximum discounts 
and openly comment any business or provided 
service. Your comments will be recorded in an 

open rating system.
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TokenBank - the depository system of FRScoin or tokens of any companies and business-

es on the FRSplatform.

You can place your deposit in FRScoin following the below deposit programs, and receive 

a daily passive income from our internal reserves FRScoin.

Silverbalance: 50 - 1000 FRScoin - 0.3% per day (daily payment in FRScoin)

Goldbalance: 1001 - 5000 FRScoin - 0.4% of per day (daily payment in FRScoin)

Platinumbalance: 5001 - 10000 FRScoin - 0.5% per day (daily payment in FRScoin)

FRSplatform – Token bank - FRScoin
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1. The capitalization of your deposit in FRScoin grows along with the market rate of FRScoin.

2. The capitalization of daily payments will also grow along with the market rate of FRScoin.

3. If at least 30% of investors place their FRScoins in “smart deposits”, and will not sell 

them immediately after the ending of ICO, the FRScoin market rate will increase very quick-

ly, because, due to our actions we together with you will create a favorable “bullish” trend 

for FRScoin growth, which together with the economy of constant demand for FRScoin, will 

bring a powerful result, and we will many times increase the capitalization of our FRScoin 

- assets.

For clarity, we visualized the advantages of a long-term strategy:

Analytical chart of FRScoin price growth in case of being a short-term investor

Evident advantages of being a long-term investor

The analytical chart of the FRScoin price growth in case of being a long-term investor
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Mobile application Android + IoS - a mobile application that provides the entire tool func-

tional of the platform for any smart phone; it represents economically unlimited scaling 

system FRScoin-FRsplatform, which will create a large demand for FRScoin.

Multi-currency wallet

FRSplatform – Token bank - FRScoin

Receive	 Pay																								Exchange
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 The already created cryptoexchange interface for mobile devices based on Android 

and iOS, which will provide instant access to any cryptocurrency pairs, as well as to free 

deposit/withdrawal (I\O) to start the following cryptocurrencies:

Mobile application for cryptoexchange FRSexchange

Bitcoin – Ethreum - FRScoin – BitcoinCash Bitcoin – Ethreum - FRScoin – BitcoinCash 

ETH / USD 459.10 459.10

FreeStart
Exchange Balance BalanceFreeStart

Exchange

ETH / USD
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 Mobile application is a fully functional and integrated with the platform interface of 

“Listing”, and namely ICO companies and crowdinvesting projects, their ratings and votes. 

Due to the mobile application, we will provide a rapid scalability to the system and instan-

taneous access to any company and online store, as well as freedom in transferring any 

cryptocurrency and fiat money.

 The mobile application provides access to a global system for selecting leading ex-

perts in IT and block technologies and trusting their viewpoints regarding the withdrawal of 

funds from any project.

Mobile application for Listing of the companies 
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Sidechain is a third-generation blockchain technology that is created in the network over 

the basic (parental) blockchain FRScoin.

           Our Sidechains implement new financial ecosystems by means of integrating into 

FRScoin any financial assets of placed on FRSplatform companies.

            This technology clearly distinguishes FRScoin from other cryptocurrencies, which  

ignore and are incompetent to comprehend this technology in its present network. Using 

Sidechain, we can easily create all types of smart financial contracts, stocks, futures, deriv-

atives and much more. On the basis of FRScoin it is possible to create an infinite number 

of Sidechain with different tasks and peculiar properties, whose assets will not depend on 

the volatility of the basic FRScoin.

 Based on this, Sidechain contributes to the further expansion of the applying area and 

innovative space for blockchain technology. This allows blockchain FRScoin to support 

several types of assets, small payments, smart contracts, se transactions, registration of 

real property rights, etc., as well as increases the degree of confidentiality of blockchain 

transactions.

             Examples of the most popular companies that develop and implement this tech-

nology are ConsenSys, BTC Relay, Rootstock and YuansuChain from BlockStream, as well 

as Lisk and Chinese Asch.

Sidechain

On the basis of the main blockchain FRScoin it is possible to create Side chains – Sidechain
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FRSplatform is a basic DPoS blockchain for creating side chains - Sidechain, which will 

allow all placed ICO and companies to create their own blockchains, and as a result - they 

become Degentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAO). You can also create your own 

social society and a closed ecosystem, which will give your tokens constant demand.

 Your advantage:

First, tokens are a powerful and authoritative financial tool that has no borders and can be 

sold to any country.

Second, by selling tokens of your project to investors,  you get very “cheap money” from 

them, which will allow you to concentrate on achieving maximum financial indicators, as far 

as you do not have monthly interest payments for using money, unlike a bank loan.

Third, it is a tool for managing the behavior of participants and investors. Different purpose 

and using of token, as well as the built-in reward system set in the WhitePaper of your proj-

ect, are able to motivate a majority of the Society participants for certain actions, and direct 

them towards a common goal.

Typical problems:

- Unclosed token circulation system: the value of the token, like any other asset, can be 

determined only in the transaction. If the token is not traded on the exchange and it cannot 

be used in specific transactions with certain liquidity, then it is impossible to talk about its 

value. Any effectively operating system must be closed, that means there should be people 

who are motivated both to buy and to sell the above asset. If the balance is violated, the 

value of the token falls rapidly.

- Absence of a unique offer - if the project has not developed a system of motivation and 

rewards for the holders of tokens, and the offered token can only be sold without any loss-

es, this means that this token does not possess any uniqueness and value. Holders of such 

tokens will get rid of them at the first opportunity and use them exclusively for speculative 

purposes.

- Discrepancy of economic and social processes - if the economy of the token does not 

correspond to the real situation and the development of the project. Mostly this happens 

with projects that are not suitable for tokenization in general. Basic conditions for achieving 

success at conducting ICO are closeness and natural circulation of the token. 

- Participants should have an opportunity and desire to exchange tokens - without 

circulation, which is characteristic of any effective financial model, success is unreachable.

Sidechain - Tokenization of Business - Smart contracts for all 
spheres and industries
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- Ensuring investment attractiveness, because exactly attractiveness of investments in 

the token and subsequent opportunities for its use give confidence in the further growth of 

the value of the token, for example, due to the development of FReeSocietyPlatform, the 

increase in financial turnover, the presence on the market, and so on. Closeness of the to-

ken for any process, that characterizes the scale of the project, will ensure a smooth growth 

of its rate and investor confidence.

- Correct integration into business processes and real additional value of using the 

token - tokens that do not give additional value to their holders, will never become popular.

The ecosystem FRSplatform fully ensures the closeness of economic and social processes 

and is built taking into account all the modern above-mentioned requirements for achiev-

ing success and ensuing income generation by its participants. Owners of FRScoin auto-

matically receive an opportunity to participate in the production (mining) of the accounting 

cryptocurrency of the project - FRScoin coins - as a single payment and settlement facility 

for FRSplatform. 

Conducting ICO
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 Multiple reiteration and retention of information blocks on users’ computers all over 

the world is the basis of the inalterability and security of any information recorded with the 

use of blockchain technologies. All transactions and documents in the blockchain FRSplat-

form are constantly stored and are unaltered, providing full transparency of operations with 

finances and transactions. This simplifies the automation of accounting in real time and 

eliminates the possibility of fraudulent amendments in one-way mode, making this technol-

ogy ideal for work in such areas as notary, document management, registration activities, 

cadastral registration, etc. The “FRSplatform” offers solutions to many problems associat-

ed with digital identification, and due to this technology, authentication can be carried out 

in an incontrovertible, invariable and secure way.

The FRSplatform personal cabinet is synchronized with all financial processes on the plat-

form: debit\credit of fiat and cryptocurrencies, investments, purchases, transfer, including 

for trading on the cryptoexchange FSRexchange.

Record of all transactions, financial and commercial operations
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Conducting Dates: (June - October 2018)

Starting price: 1.0 ETH = 900 FRScoin

(ETР will be tied the day before the sale)

Soft Cap: 500 000 $ (1 000 000 FRScoin) 1 000 ETH                                                                

Hard Cap: 15 000 000 $ (33 000 000 FRScoin) 32 777 ETH      

ICO Termination Terms: HardCap or ICO termination achievements

The minimum investment amount is 0.1 ETH

Periods

PreICO Bonus +20%

Bonus program PreICO (1.0 ETH = 900 FRScoin + 180,00 FRScoin = 1080 FRScoin )

с 15.07.2018 по 31.08.2018 (0:00 AM GMT - start time)

Available for sale only 3 000 000 FRScoin

ICO

The ICO Bonus Program (1.0 ETH = 900.00 FRScoin)

с 01.09.2018 по 19.10.2018 (0:00 AM GMT - start time)

Available for sale only 27 000 000 FRScoin

ICO Bonus Program( 1.0 FRScoin = 0.50 $):

1 week of conducting 01.09.18 - 07.09.2018 +15%

2 week of conducting 08.09.18 - 04.09.2018 +13%

3 week of conducting 15.09.18 - 21.09.2018 +11%

4 week of conducting 22.09.18 - 28.09.2018 +9%

5 week of conducting 29.09.18 - 05.10.2018 +7%

6 week of conducting 06.10.18 - 12.10.2018 +5%

7 week of conducting 13.10.18 - 19.10.2018 +3%

* bonuses are accrued when purchasing 

* Tokens are blocked until the end of the ICO (before calling the finish function)

At the end of the ICO, the FRScoin tokens (created on the basis of ETH) will be ex-

changed at the rate of 1: 1 for the basic unit of accounting, crypto currency FRScoin 

(DPoS). Please create a FRSwallet and save it in a safe place.

 Проведение ICO

FRScoin - FRSplatform
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2 000 000 FRScoin    

1. FRSplatform Development Fund - 9 000 000 FRScoin

2. Fund for the creation of the payment system FRSpay - 7 000 000 FRScoin

3. Bonus program for ICO participants - 3 000 000 FRScoin

4. Foundation for the Development of FRSechange - 6000 000 FRScoin

5. Fund for consultants and staff - 3 000 000 FRS

6. Fund for token Holders - 3 000 000 FRS

7. Developers’ Fund - 2 000 000 FRS

Distribution of tokens among the team and investors

Development Fund: 33 000 000 FRScoin

6 000 000 FRScoin    

3 000 000 FRScoin    

3 000 000 FRScoin    

9 000 000 FRScoin    

3 000 000 FRScoin    

7 000 000 FRScoin    

D
evelo

p
ers

FRSplatfo
rm

FRSpay

B
on

us

FRSexchange

Advisors
H

olders
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 When purchasing any quantity of FRScoin, their possession is fixed in electronic 

(software) form after 91 confirmations with the help of Ethereum technology.  All purchased 

tokens become available in the participant’s Personal Cabinet, and can be any time with-

drawn to their own ETH - wallet.    

 The exception is tokens, accrued to participants during the bounty campaign, these 

FRScoin become available to withdrawal only after the termination of the ICO procedure.

 After the end of the ICO procedure, the FRSexchange cryptoexchange will be 

launched, where the FRScoin cryptocurrency wii be freely  sold. FRScoin will also be avail-

able on other crypto exchanges acting as FRSplatform partners.

 After the termination of the ICO blockchain platform FRScoin, the investor registers 

his personal wallet - FRSwallet, created on the basis of our main DPoS blockchain and 

exchanges the purchased FRScoin (ETH-based token) at the rate of 1 to 1 already on the 

FRScoin base coin, at which the FRScoin holder will have all the declared additional oppor-

tunities.

 The principle of monetization FRScoin is fairly simple and transparent. Basic plat-

form services will always be free for an unlimited number of individuals, including individ-

uals and legal entities. Paid services will be provided to attract funds to placed projects 

through the marketing of FRSplatform, and from the already attracted amount commission 

- from 15% - will be charged for ICO and Crowdsinvesting campaigns that catty out fund- 

raising.

The commission will be transferred to the FRSplatform account after the successful termi-

nation of the campaign. This commission will be spent on providing technical maintenance 

and development of the platform. The platform will charge from additional services, pro-

vided by the platform, such as web-design services, creating non-standard lending-pag-

es, developing protection systems against DDoS-attacks and ensuring data security and 

safety, etc.

Termination of ICO

FRScoin token migration

FRScoin Monetization

Process of FRS tokens accrual in the ICO stage
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Global Development Road Map 2017 - 2018:

2017 - 3 qr

2017 – 4 qr

2017 – 4 qr

Creation of the technical task

Early version of the project

Alpha system testing

nvestment	from	the	creator	of	5.0	BTC;	
-	choice	of	algorithm	for	creating	Blockhcain	FRScoin;
-	choosing	the	programming	language	for	writing	the	FRSplatform	system;

-	creation	of	FRScoin	blockchain,	
-	compilation	the	masternode;
-	writing	the	program	code	for	FRSplatform;
-	writing	the	program	code	for	the	cryptocurrency	exchange	FRSexchange.

-	alpha	testing	of	the	program	code	for	the	cryptocurrency	exchange	FRSexchange;

-	conclusion	of	the	Contract	for	the	supply	of	professional	exchange	tools	from	Tradingview;

-	creation	and	testing	the	FRScoin	blockchain,	compilation	the	masternode;

-	alpha	testing	of	program	code	for	FRSplatform.

2018 – 1 qr Starting the system. Testing

-	investment	from	the	creator	of	7.0	BTC;

-	Alpha	testing	of	FRScoin	-	FRSwollet	blockade;

-	registration	of	800	users	for	beta	testing	system;

-	writing	API	for	merchants	and	sellers.
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2018 – 3 qr

2018 – 4 qr

2018 – 2 qr

2018 – 4 qr

Start of ICO

Termination of ICO – Global Start

Creation of the FRScoin ecosystem

Rapid Marketing

-	start	of	ICO	-	the	beginning	of	FRScoin	token	sales	(ETH);

-	holding	a	global	development	conference	FRScoin;

-	distribution	of	FRScoin	tokens	in	accordance	with	the	declared	development	funds.

-	activation	of	cryptowallets	FRSwallet;
-	start	of	trading	on	the	cryptocurrency	exchange	FRSplatform;
	BTC	/	FRScoin	-	ETH	/	FRScoin;
-	synchronous	start	of	FRSexchange	on	a	mobile	application;
	-	withdrawal	of	FRScoin	to	open	trades	on	two	third-party	exchanges.

-	Start	of	“Listing”	on	the	platform	for	placing	companies	and	online	stores;
-	start	of	“Token	Bank”
-	start	of	the	marketing	company	-	PreICO;
-	formation	of	the	FRScoin	Society	in	social	networks.

-	holding	an	international	conference	FRScoin	“The	basis	of	affordable	money”;

-	100	ISO	and	companies	are	attracted	on	Listing	of	the	platform;

-	mobile	application	and	Messenger	are	used	by	50	000	people;

-	1	000	000	USD	FRSexchange	-	daily	trade	turnover	FRSexchange;

-	30	000	active	FRScoin	-	wallet/

2019 – 1 qr Forming of global demand FRScoin

2020 year

-	FRSPay	-	start	of	the	corporate	payment	system	in	accordance	with	the	Financial	License

	UK	EMI	(Electronic	Money	Institution),	as	well	as	the	Financial	License	broker	UK	“FCA”:

-	international	acquiring	of	crypto	and	fiat	payments;

-FRSexchange	places	around	30	trading	pairs	of	crypto-currencies	and	50	trading	pairs	of	ICO	tokens.
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Roman Frolov

Founder and CEO

Higher financial educa-
tion;

10 years experience on 
professional management 
of enterprises and finan-

cial risks

Ivan Dobshyn

Technical Director 

Higher IT education;
10 years experience on 

development of high-load 
server systems and other 

technologies 

Vyacheslav Chervinskiy

Co-Founder 
Technical Director 

Higher IT education; 
10 years experience on 

creation and promotion of 
mobile apps

Alexander Craynov

CO-Founder 
Director for Interna-

tional Activities

Higher IT education;
12 years experience on 
creation and promotion 

of IT products  
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The blockchain system of business tokenization and creation of business democracy 

FRScoin-FRSplatform will significantly simplify the process of introducing startups on the 

market, creating their own tokens, allowing investors to significantly shorten the time to 

their liquidity and profitability. Token gets the price immediately after the sale, and this price 

is freely formed on the international market. Fast achievement of liquidity and profitability 

will allow reinvesting into new tokens, which will only quicken their growth. A unique de-

signer of business- lending and smart contracts, adjustment of which will not take much 

time and does not require special knowledge, minimizes the impact of the human factor 

in conducting  ICO procedures. The economic incentives, inbuilt in the economy of the 

FRScoin cryptocurrency, motivate participants to take active measures directed on devel-

oping of the Society and achieving a common goal.

Conclusion

Business without borders is a blockchain democracy

Links:

Wikipedia : «Что такое LISK» https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisk

* (FRScoin is a branch of LISK, which is a public blockbuster platform and supports 

decentralized applications. LISK as a branch of Crypti, is considered the second most 

successful crypto currency croweding. LISK is one of the most popular crypto currencies, it 

also cooperates with Microsoft to integrate LISK into Azure Blockchain as a service program 

(Baas), which proves that LISK and DPoS technology inspire confidence in the industry

FRScoin branches off from the LISK and runs independently, as a separate BlockBus 

network.)


